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Abstract: Indonesia is the largest archipelagic country where abundant biodiversity can invite both flora and fauna. The existence of a tourist object that
explores the beauty of nature that utilizes the charm of the underwater park and marine biota in Indonesia that can be enjoyed, studied and studied.
Oceanarium is an artificial nature that is recreational, educative and conservative and can foster a love of the sea.The physical form of a building, first
expressed by the shape of the facade. The shape of the facade that is reflected provides visual communication to the observer, so that a building design
can be known for its aesthetic concept. An overview of the aesthetic concepts in the facade of the Oceanarium building will be carried out by qualitative
methods, where data is obtained from secondary sources (literature, journals). Furthermore, the analysis uses a comparative method to then describe
the conclusions.The final results show that each oceanarium building has a different aesthetic element..
Index Terms: comparative, visual, facade, Oceanarium building, aesthetics, seaworld Indonesia, the blue planet3xn
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1. INTRODUCTION
NATURAL resources and biodiversity in Indonesia has a very
important influence on the sustainability of our lives, because it
is a flow to meet the needs. Overexploration is currently an
important issue, so in the ecosystem little by little began to
decrease in impact as well as environmental conditions
worsened. As people as perpetrators of activities in daily life –
the day should keep the environment well. By making
appropriate utilization, it will be an important role to maintain
the environment, and can realize a sustainable life.
Oceanarium which is a form of good utilization to preserve the
environment, based on recreation, education and conservation
and can invite the appeal to better recognize the diverse
beauty of the sea in Indonesia. Character building can be
known through visual façade that also plays a role in Create a
identity for both a city and a region. In addition to the role in
realizing the visual processing of a facade relies on a function
accompanying it therefore to know a visual quality can be
measured through some principles of facades. So the façade
is formed.
1.1 Definition of Comparison
Based on Indonesian Dictionary (KBBI) is Comparison.
According to Winarno Surakhmad comparation is a descriptive
investigation that seeks to find a solution to problems through
an analysis of causal relationships that is choosing certain
factors related to the situation or phenomenon being
investigated and comparing one factor with other factors.

1.3 Definition of Facade
Words that come frome France and derived from the Italian
Facciata or Faccia. The word Facia itself comes from the Latin
Facies. The notion is that the building or the face of a building
that is quite visible to the subject. Other definitions are also
expressed in the book Dictionary of Architecture &
Construction, the sense of the façade is a part (architectural)
outside of the face of the building that is used to distinguish
with other building faces by collaborating details Architectural
or Ornamental (Harris, 2006). A building is a source of beauty
in the building that showcases aesthetics.
1.4 Definition of Aesthetic
Aesthetics has the meaning of observation science in addition
to the architecture of aesthetics in the visual beauty of the
mere such as texture, color, symmetry, harmony and so forth.
Therefore the building is attached with the values of beauty to
support good visual quality.

2 REVIEW OF OBJECT STUDY
According to Ching (1979), it has the aesthetic principles
especially on the façade composition which is formed from
geometry, axis, symmetry, rhythm & Repetition, Datum, scale
and proportions.Visual character is good because of the
harmony or harmony of the area environment. Hence the
selection of objects originating from different countries to see
the characteristics of a visual aesthetic façade in detail.
-

1.2 Definition of Oceanarium
The ocenarium are two words combined with "ocean" and
"rium" which ocean means sea, while rium is the word of the
aquarium that means place or a building. According to
Encylopedia Britannica has meaning of sea water aquarium
that displays marine biota. The etymology of the oceanarium is
a large aquarium that is displayed as a form of learning about
marine life. The Oceanarium is a breeding site of animals and
marine fishes in a giant aquarium created like its natural
habitat, equipped with facilities related to tours that are a place
for oceanarium activities.

Seaworld Indonesia, is the largest Oceanarium
amusement park in Indonesia. Established since 1992
has other educational and recreational facilities.

Fig. 1. Seaworld Indonesia
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The Blue Planet 3XN, an oceanarium originated in
Copenhagen Denmark, has stood since 1939 but the Second
World War was renovated and repaired to make the building
better active.
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TABLE 2
AXIS ELEMENT ANALYSIS WITH OBJECT STUDY

Fig. 2. The Blue Planet 3XN

Batumi Aquarium, an aquarium exhibition object in Georgia
where the building is located in the city. The building has a
significant significance in identifying a form of building.

Fig.3. Batumi Aquarium

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The methods are used qualitative methods. Done gradually
began with topic determination, data collection over secondary
data and analyzing data. Analysis of data by comparison of an
object one with other objects, in this case the selection of
objects has the same functionality from different countries.
From the results of the comparison to a parameter in
implementing aesthetic principles on the façade that will be
displayed in the discussion and conclusion.

TABLE 3
SYMMETRY AND DATUM ELEMENT ANALYSIS WITH OBJECT STUDY

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TABLE 1
GEOMETRY ELEMENT ANALYSIS WITH OBJECT STUDY
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Martins Press, New York, 1989.
[5] Haris, Cryill M. 1975. Dictionary of Architecture and
Construction. New York: McGraw-Hill Company
[6] KBBI. https://kbbi.web.id/multi-. 2019.
[7] Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary.(2005).Oxford:
Oxford University Press
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TABLE 4
RYHTHM ELEMENT ANALYSIS WITH OBJECT STUDY

TABLE 5
SCALE AND PROPORTION ELEMENT ANALYSIS WITH OBJECT STUDY

5 CONCLUSIONS
From the process of analyzing the three objects of the building
have different aesthetic characteristics although the function of
the same building, it is also related to a concept that will be
realized in the form of visual facade. All the facade aesthetic
principles that have enem elements have been applied to the
appearance of buildings. Principle has been manifested ideally
in the third building it happens the six elements are
implemented according to the explanation and understanding
presented in the book D.K. Ching is form, space and order. To
express buildings can be reviewed through these principles so
that visual buildings can provide good quality.
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